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1. One of these is not a form of drama

     	      opera

     	      pantomime

     	--->> pantonic

     	      creative drama

2. There are -- main kinds of dance that exist

     	--->> 2

     	      3

     	      4

     	      5

3. Casting is used to obtain durability for a ----------

     	      wet cement

     	      concrete floor

     	--->> modeled wood

     	      a desired form

4. All of these are examples of prominent Nigeriam dances except

     	      olomo

     	      layewu

     	--->> high life dance

     	      war dance

5. One of these is not an element of drama

     	--->> medium
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     	      plot

     	      thought

     	      language

6. The method used by artists to vary the tonal value of their drawing is referred to as

     	      media

     	--->> shading

     	      drawing

     	      casting

7. Who defined festivals as occasions when a community getsntogether to celebrate a 
particular event or achievement in line with its culture

     	--->> Osagie (2003)

     	      Egbohon (2004)

     	      Obaseki (2005)

     	      Omoruyi (2006

8. the first stage of a child's creative development is called

     	      the schematic stage

     	--->> the scribbling stage

     	      the pre-schematic stage

     	      the realistic stage

9. Working with leather as a raw materia refers to

     	      wood work

     	      tailoring work

     	      sewing work

     	--->> leather work

10. The creation of decorative or functional objects by hand is known as
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     	      arts

     	      crafts

     	--->> molding

     	      sculpture
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